This photo contest is intended for the AMATEUR photographers of WSF only, allowing the photographer a fair arena to compete with his/her peers.

HOW IT WORKS

• Submit your photo at wildsheepfoundation.org/photo-contest
• Photos will be displayed and judged at 2020 Reno Sheep Show
• First, second, & third place winners will be awarded for each category
• A “People’s Choice” will also be awarded. Voting will take place at Reno-Sparks Convention Center Wednesday (1/17) through Friday (1/19)
• Winners will be displayed on Saturday (1/20)
• SUBMISSION DEADLINE IS JANUARY 1st, 2020 AT MIDNIGHT

RULES & REGULATIONS

1. Photographers entering this contest must be a member in good standing with the Wild Sheep Foundation
2. Photos must be submitted digitally
   • (File Type: .jpeg or .png)
   • Size: between 1 and 20 megabytes
3. The photographer may enter one photo in each of the following categories
   • Live Sheep (Winner will usually be the Spring Cover)
   • Hunter with Trophy (Does not have to be sheep)
   • Hunter in Field
   • Open Category (Duplicates of other categories will not be accepted)
4. Please DO NOT digitally manipulate the images other than slight color corrections, blood removal, or eye fixes. Overly manipulated photos will not be shown
5. All photos entered in competition will become subject to unlimited media usage by and at the discretion of Wild Sheep Foundation, for an unlimited amount of time

QUESTIONS OR ISSUES? CONTACT:
Justin Phillips • 307.250.1132 • justin@yellowstonegraphics.com